
SHOOTER RESPONSIBILITY RANGE OFFICER COMMANDS

Be ready to shoot with all magazines DO YOU UNDERSTAND COURSE?
loaded. (Or speedloaders for revolvers.)
Step into Shooting Box, face downrange. SHOOTER MAY ENTER BOX.
Load and make ready.  Take gun out of Monitor finger out of trigger when
holster to load magazine into gun. Do Shooter loads handgun, muzzle
NOT put in magazine while gun is in Holster. downrange.  Watch 180 degree.

Keep finger out of trigger guard.  If topping LOAD AND MAKE READY
off a magazine, load chamber first, put gun Shooter may take a sight picture
“on safe”, drop the magazine, then holster. with an UNLOADED gun.  Give 
Put a round in the magazine, take gun from             Shooter about 60 seconds to prepare
holster, re-insert magazine and re-holster.             in the box.

Put hands UP, wrists above shoulders, no HANDS UP!  Slight delay, check both
creeping or movement after command. Shooters' wrists above shoulders.
At command Shooter(s) Ready, must remain SHOOTER(S) READY! 1  3 second
still.  Any movement prior to start signal will delay, check for no movement.
result in a false start and loss of bout (or 2 STANDBY!  Start Timer or horn.
second penalty if time only scoring). Watch for safety violations if                        

Shooter has a jam/malfunction.

If you hear the command STOP! Do so {RO may yell STOP! at any time.}
immediately.  Follow RO Commands. Watch for squib loads, 180 degree.

Keep Muzzle Downrange! When finished UNLOAD AND SHOW CLEAR!
shooting, take finger out of trigger guard. Watch for muzzle downrange and 
Drop magazine, store in pouch or place on finger off trigger at all times!  Make
table. Then rack slide or open cylinder and sure Shooter drops magazine first
“Show Clear” chamber or cylinder to RO. and stores magazine in pouch or 
Rack slide from rear serrations.  Do NOT set on table. Visually check chamber
place hand over port to catch live round. is clear.  
                                                                                    SLIDE DOWN.
Release slide or close cylinder.  Point 
muzzle downrange, press trigger and             HAMMER DOWN.
drop hammer down or use hammer drop.
Place gun in holster or shooting bag.                          HOLSTER.
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